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Aim of the workshop

• Discuss the benefits of the measurements made 
at charm threshold at existing experiments 
(CLEOc, BESIII) and explore the potential for 
those measurements in the future:

- benefits of a boosted center of mass at charm 
threshold at SuperB;

- impact of charm threshold measurements on other 
flavor physics experiments: SuperB at Υ(4S), Belle II, 
LHCb.
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Program of the Workshop
Friday 21 October Saturday 22 October
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http://indico.ihep.ac.cn/conferenceTimeTable.py?confId=2171#20111021.detailed



In this summary

• I will not cover LHCb reports (see W. Bonivento 
talk this afternoon) and a specific talk on time-
dependent CPV in charm (see G. Inguglia this 
afternoon);

• I will not cover SuperB (and Belle II) general/
physics status reports. Detailed discussion during 
the incoming week.
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BES III
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BES III
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Possible approaches for improving sensitivity 
on mixing and CPV using threshold data
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• SuperB is considering to run at Ψ(3770) 
(i.e.          threshold) with center-of-mass 
boost of βγ~0.5. Integrated luminosity is 
about 500 fb-1 corresponding to few 
months of running.  About x100 BESIII and 
x500 CLEOc data samples.

• Unique possibility of performing time-
dependent measurements at        threshold 
using quantum coherence.

DD̄

DD̄
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Model independent approach for 
3-body decays

 A. Bondar, A. Poluektov, V.  Vorobiev have proposed a model independent analysis of 3-body D0 
decays for mixing and CPV.  See
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Phys. Rev. D 82, 034033 (2010)

relative phase. D
0
! D̄

0

Accessible at ψ(3770) 

i = region of Dalitz plotwhere:
proportional to number of events in bin i
Can be measured at ϒ(4S) or at ψ(3770)

Sensitivity relies on the variation of the yields in different regions of the Dalitz plot 
along the time. No amplitude analysis is required. 

Time dependence for 
flavor tagged decays
(i.e. D* tagged at ϒ(4S))



Determination of Dalitz plot 
parameters: Ti, ci, si

 ci, si determination requires DD coherent production. 
The method has been proved to work well by CLEO-c. 
See Phys. Rev. D 82, 112006 (2010).

  ci, si from time integrated analysis of ψ(3770) data is 
affected by                approximations (relatively small). 

 ci, si extraction: no CP conservation assumption 
required if doubling number of bins in the Dalitz plot.
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Good  agreement between BaBar/Belle Dalitz model 
expectation and CLEO-c model independent 
determination of D0-D0 relative phases.

_

KSππ

from Stefania Ricciardi 
talk at CKM 2010.ci

s i
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2)

 Ti, Ti can be measured at ψ(3770) with a 
time-integrated analysis and then fixed in the 
time-dependent mixing analysis at the ϒ(4S). 

 Ti, Ti  can also be determined simultaneously 
in the time-dependent mixing analysis at the 
ϒ(4S) if helpful for reducing systematic 
errors (different efficiencies, resolutions, etc.)



Sensitivity results for mixing and 
CPV parameters for D0→KSπ+π-

 Sensitivity studies for mixing and CPV 
with model independent approach. 
From Phys.Rev.D82, 034033 (2010): 
 assume perfect proper time 

resolution and no bkg;
 assume very precise determination of 

ci, si (considering 2x106 flavor tagged 
D0→KSπ+π- decays at Ψ(3770), will be 
available at SuperB). 
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 Similar approach is valid also for D0→K+π-π0: very sensitive decay mode for mixing and 
CP violation. Using a model independent approach is possible to extract mixing 
parameters x, y directly also in this case.



 SuperB will have the possibility to operate with energy asymmetric beams 
also at the ψ(3770) allowing time-dependent measurement of DD quantum 
coherent pairs.

 This is a unique feature of the SuperB machine to be studied and possibly 
exploited:
 additional tag states (e.g. CP tag), other than flavor eigenstates, will be 

available at threshold thanks to the quantum coherence;
 background free time-dependent measurements (e.g. D0→K+π-π0)
 access to the mixing and CP violation parameters along with relative D0-

D0 relative phases from the same data;
 possibility of time-dependent CPT tests exploiting using quantum 

coherence as for the Kaon and B meson systems;
 possibility to double check a possible discovery of CP violation in the 

charm sector in different energy regimes and experimental environments 
with different systematic errors. 
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Time-dependent measurements at 
DD threshold: preamble



Time-dependent measurements at 
DD threshold: general considerations
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Wrong Sign D0→K+π-π0 is the most sensitive decay mode!
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• Major topics of charm threshold physics are: overcome the 
non-perturbative QCD roadblock, test pQCD calculations and 
search for new physics beyond Standard Model.

• Impact of charm physics at threshold on flavor physics 
measurements is relevant: 

- remove Dalitz model dependency in D0 mixing and CP 
violation measurements and γ/Φ3 measurements;

- measurement of |Vcs|, |Vcd| and D(s) form factors;

- measurement of decay constants of fD, fDs;

- searches for rare or forbidden decays;

• Systematic errors do not seem to be a roadblock for the 
relevant measurements and future high statistics data sample 
will be beneficial.  

Summary of the summary
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Backup slides



ArXiv: 1106.5075v2 
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NOTE that  
  !c is equal to 
! 

   !c+ !c ~900 

bd  triangle 

cu  triangle 

Constraint on cu Triangle ? 
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Decays to CP Eigenstates  
  For decays to CP eigenstates, strong phase ! in !f is zero 

Several amplitudes could, 
however, contribute to 
the decays. 

•  Some information on the 
magnitude of P, the 
penguin contribution can 
be obtained from an 
isospin analysis if all 
charge modes have well 
measured BF’s, including 
neutralmodes !0!0, 
!0!0 and all the !! 
modes too. 

This is best done at the 
electron machines.  
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Results – “as good as (they) get” 
  The K+K- mode is dominated by a tree diagram that is real. 

So we expect that no direct CPV will be found here 

  Therefore, this mode can be used to find arg (q/p) = !M 

  Then !+!- mode (for which arg(!
f
} = !

M
-2!C,eff) can 

give !C,eff 
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